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Abstract. Preliminary results of an optical R-band monitoring of two highly variable blazar-type
objects, S5 0716+71 and OJ 287, as a part of a large coordinated program (WEBT) are presented. Both
objects showed short-term variations: S5 0716+71 � increasing by 0.1 mag for 1.5 hours, and OJ 287 �
fading by 0.03 mag for 4.5 hours. Our major goal is to emphasize the importance of coordinated e�orts
to study the physics of these interesting objects, even with small and mid-class facilities.
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WEBT-êîîðäèíèðàí îïòè÷åñêè ìîíèòîðèíã
íà áúðçî-ïðîìåíëèâè áëàçàðè � S5 0716+71 è OJ 287

Àíòîí Ñòðèãà÷åâ, Ðóìåí Áà÷åâ, Åâãåíè Ñåìêîâ

Ïðåäñòàâåíè ñà ðåçóëòàòè îò îïòè÷åñêè ìîíèòîðèíã íà äâà ñèëíî ïðîìåíëèâè áëàçàðà, S5 0716+71
è OJ 287, êàòî ÷àñò îò ãîëÿìà êîîðäèíèðàíà ïðîãðàìà (WEBT). Íàáëþäàâàíè ñà áúðçè âàðèàöèè â
áëÿñúêà íà äâàòà îáåêòà: S5 0716+71 � óâåëè÷àâàíå ñ 0.1 çâ.âåë. çà 1.5 ÷àñà è OJ 287 � íàìàëÿâàíå ñ
0.03 çâ.âåë. çà 4.5 ÷àñà. Íàøàòà îñíîâíà öåë å äà ïîä÷åðòàåì âàæíîñòòà íà êîîðäèíèðàíèòå óñèëèÿ
çà èçó÷àâàíå íà ôèçèêàòà íà òåçè èíòåðåñíèîáåêòè, äàæå è ñ ìàëêè è ñðåäíî ãîëåìè òåëåñêîïè.

1 Introduction

WEBT (Mattox, 1998) stands for The Whole Earth Blazar Telescope, and is a large
international collaboration to monitor blazar variability. Blazars, as one of the most
spectacular members of the active galactic nuclei family, are notorious for their violent
optical variability. The variations are commonly attributed to processes in a relativistic
jet, pointed directly to the observer. Therefore, their study may provide a unique insight
into the physics of the jet phenomenon. This is especially true when a dense sampling
in the optical is supplemented with observation in other wavelengths (e.g. X and γ-rays,
IR, radio).

All this is our motivation to join the efforts of the WEBT community in monitoring
some of the objects of common interest. In this letter we present some preliminary
results of a search for intra-night variability in two blazars – S5 0716+71 and OJ 287.

2 Observations and Results

Although not currently in an active WEBT campaign (the last time the object was
monitored in 2003-2004 by INTEGRAL satellite, and from the ground in the optical,
Ostorero et al., 2006) the blazar S5 0716+71 was monitored on 16.01.2007 (UT 21:10
– 22:30) with the 0.6-m telescope of Belogradchik observatory, Bulgaria (Bachev et
al., 1999) as it was reported to be unusually bright. The average Rc magnitude of the
object was about 12.83 (±0.03), close to its historical maximum. The blazar is known
to be intra-night variable. Fig. 1a shows a clear trend of brightness increase, from
R=12.88 to 12.78, emerging much above the photometric errors (typically less than
0.01 mag). The object was measured in respect to star ”2” (R=11.12, Villata et al.,
1998), as were few other check stars none of which showed any trend of variability for the
time of monitoring. One should point out that despite the relatively poor atmospheric
conditions that night (the signal from the main standard varied at about 30-50% from
its usual level), the differential photometry between the check stars does not show
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Fig. 1. Short-term variability of S5 0716+71 (left) and OJ 287 (right), see the text

any variations above the 0.01 mag level. This implies a rather high reliability of our
differential photometry.

OJ 287 is the second blazar we observed recently, this time as a part of an active
WEBT campaign. Except the intensive optical monitoring, including polarimetric stud-
ies, OJ 287 was monitored with XMM-Newton satellite in X-rays, as well as in radio
with VLBA/VLBI. We monitored the object on 14/15.12.2006 (UT 23:30 – 04:00) with
the 2-m RCC telescope of NAO-Rozhen, equipped with a VersArray CCD and the new
auto-guiding system (Bonev et al. 2006). The reductions and photometry were done
with MIDAS/DAOPHOT. The object faded for the time of monitoring (∼4.5 hours) by
∼0.03 mag from 15.35 to 15.38 mag in Rc, a trend clearly detectable due to the much
smaller photometric errors (0.004 mag). Fig. 1b shows the light curve for the blazar
and a check star.

3 Conclusion

Two intra-night variable blazars were monitored as a part of coordinated WEBT cam-
paigns. Both objects showed variations for the time of monitoring. Despite the relatively
poor weather in some of the nights, the differential CCD photometry proved to be re-
liable enough to reveal the real variations of the objects, even at a relatively small
scale.

We acknowledge the support by UNESCO-ROSTE for the regional collaboration,
and Alexander von Humboldt foundation, Germany, for providing the CCD ST-8 cam-
era at the Observatory of Belogradchik.
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